Money - Recognising the Australian $100 Note
Dame Nellie Melba (1861-1931)
Dame Nellie Melba was an opera singer who
became world renown.
Born Helen “Nellie” Mitchell, she changed her
name to Melba after her home town of
Melbourne. She left Australia and studied opera
in Europe, becoming famous worldwide. Melba
performed in many operas in London, Paris and New York.

Sir John Monash is
on the flip side of the
$100 note. He was a
civil engineer and
military general in
WWI. There is a
university named after
him.

She returned to Australia in 1902 and in later years for tours and concerts. She took opera to
many small towns throughout the country. She held Concerts for the People with low ticket
prices, attracting huge crowds.
During WWI she became a very successful fundraiser for war charities for which she was
awarded the MBE, and later she was awarded the OBE.
Melba taught for many years in the Conservatorium of Melbourne, inspiring many young singers.
There is a lyre bird in the transparent window on the $100 note.

Answer these questions:
Who is on the $100 note? _______________________________________________________
What is she famous for? ________________________________________________________

Name what you can see in on the $100 note:

Colour the picture to match the real $100 note.
N.B. Teacher: display a real note or photo if possible as a guide.
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ANSWERS
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Dame Nellie Melba was an opera singer who
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Born Helen “Nellie” Mitchell, she changed her
name to Melba after her home town of
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She returned to Australia in 1902 and in later years for tours and concerts. She took opera to
many small towns throughout the country. She held Concerts for the People with low ticket
prices, attracting huge crowds.
During WWI she became a very successful fundraiser for war charities for which she was
awarded the MBE, and later she was awarded the OBE.
Melba taught for many years in the Conservatorium of Melbourne, inspiring many young singers.
There is a lyre bird in the transparent window on the $100 note.

Answer these questions:

Who is on the $100 note? _______________________________________________________
Dame Nellie Melba
What is she famous for? ________________________________________________________
world famous opera singer

Name what you can see in on the $100 note:

performing on stage
opera house

lyre bird

Nellie Melba

Colour the picture to match the real $100 note.
N.B. Teacher: display a real note or photo if possible as a guide.
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